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06-23-2015 11:00 #1 I know it's only temporary, but my hubby and I keep getting put in different zones cases. It really takes our enjoyment. Please check the area in which the party leader is located. Or let's change with change/instance and thanks. If I play dps I only give it to other dps. If I play a tank, I only give it to healers. If I play a
healer I only give it to the tank. Only if they should receive praise. There are always exceptions to the rules! 06-23-2015 11:02 #2 you should be able to choose which instance you go to if you go/fly into the zone rather than teleporting to it Free Company: 06-23-2015 11:06 #3 Sea clouds do not give options. In addition, the output of a
copy of CS for the main story is sucking us on various occasions. Gratitude. If I play dps I only give it to other dps. If I play a tank, I only give it to healers. If I play a healer I only give it to the tank. Only if they should receive praise. There are always exceptions to the rules! 07-01-2015 04:17 #4 It's so annoying x_x; Try to make hunting or
treasure maps together. Gah! Se! Please! ;-; Please give an opportunity when teleporting too. 07-01-2015 05:16 #5 I agree. Maybe like other games that have multiple instances of cards. Right click party leader and choose, join the leader's example. 07-01-2015 05:18 #6 or at least not to separate you if already in the party. Check out our
FC website! We are an old community, starting with the days of FFXI on the Titan server. 07-01-2015 05:26 #7 Churning Mists has no border entry area to select your instance. I spent fifteen minutes and thousands of gil teleportation back and forth in the hope of swapping the next day just to play with a friend. 07-01-2015 05:34 #8 agree
wife, and I get annoyed this 07-02-2015 01:51 #9 Well, if they plan to keep this in place they could take a page out of the TERA manual and have aka copies feeds have a place on HUD and when you click on it has a drop down menu with all the channels/copies you can choose from. This is much more effective than trying to ask the PPL
to wait until u find a line area to change instances that is dumb as hell. 07-02-2015 01:54 #10 yes, cases become sore in. Give us a simpler option than to go manually to the area to choose a copy. Or at least if you teleport as a participant, you'll all end up in the same instance. Even better. remove it completely. Any in-game team switch
between instances? Bahamut.Bojack Server: Bahamut Games: FFXI Messages: 2076 By Bahamut.Bojack 2013-06-15 19:20:37 Windower copies that Bismarck.Phaded Server: Bismarck Games: FFXI Po Po 2013-06-15 23:27:53 I use SwitchMon to switch windows with R1 button, Google FFXISwitchMon v1.1.0 . I understand its not an
in-game option, but it works. Ragnarok.Sekundes Server: Ragnarok Games: FFXI Messages: 4164 By Ragnarok.Sekundes 2013-06-15 23:57:44 Switchmon is open source, so someone can take it and change it to work with the key press. Bismarck.Phaded Server: Bismarck Game: FFXI By Bismarck.Phaded 2013-06-16 00:43:56 No
need to change everything you set one in the options. Server: Asura Games: FFXI Messages: 670 By Asura.Izilder 2013-06-16 07:51:08 Just DLd it and it falls on the open - any idea? I need to start it before they log in? Yes, it's... Trying to be in the same as the rest of my group and I can't find a way. Page 2 4 comments So seeing as
fogs don't have a normal transition into the zone, does anyone know a way to change instances for fog? Page 2Posted 5 years ago 3 comments Page 2Posted byu / removed 5 years ago 6 comments does anyone know how to change instances? im trying to join my group and we can't seem everyone to get in the same instance Is there a
way to switch a copy of the card without having to leave the map and then go back in? Thank you in advance! Hi all! I loved playing Final Fantasy XIV on my PS4, but unfortunately my PS4 stopped working earlier this year, and as it was the only game I actually played on it, it wasn't a huge priority for me to rush in and get new, especially
while already owning a Nintendo Switch. The new extension made me ponder this idea more than ever, but I would be lying if there was this part of me that secretly hoped for an announcement on a new expansion marking the release of FFXIV for switchboard, as I would immediately buy the game and reapply. What interested me was
whether it was possible at all. I know some games like RE: Biohazard and Assassin's Creed Odyssey have cloud versions in Japan, and this may be one way to extend the game to The Switch, but I'd like to see the full game come on in person. From what I understand, the PS3 version has been axed because of the issue of memory
rather than processor/GPU issues, so that may bode well for it in the future. In addition, games such as Fortnite now with cross-platform games show that Sony is not completely against softening that boundary for the right game. There was a report back on VGR this summer cited saying: Discussions are still under way with all three
publishers - Microsoft, Sony and Nintendo - to see if the game can come to Xbox One and switch with cross-game PC and PS4 versions. Yoshida noted that he hopes to announce something as soon as we can. A lot of this obviously might just be a PR talk about stop asking, but I would trust Yoshida with not leaving any option with no
options when it comes to spreading the game and fans as many people as possible. So I started to start about how awesome it would be to play FFXIV, where/when I wanted to, and how the experience might need to simplify to work on a mobile system. There are a few things that are too PC-based concepts and usability that work on the
PS4, but are not ideal for gamepads. With that in mind, I started to make some notions of what he might play like. ControlsJoy-Con Management Instructions for Final Fantasy XIVFirst, let's go control. No huge difference, the switch has different A/B placement buttons so I've mapped out the ones to fit better. I also moved the card minus
the button left Joy-Con. I also have a menu on the Plus button to reflect the map. Of course, if Yoshida wanted to really go at all, they might as well add touch screen controls to things like hotbars that flank the left/right edges of the screen, drag and drop gear/equipment items etc etc etc. The last thing I would like to see is a kind of virtual
mouse gyroscope pointer... Don't do this. MenuThis was a bigger problem to fix for me. Yes, PS4/Gamepad mode has a launch menu, but different windows that accumulate for currency, character, action and features, minions, mates, inventory, and so on and so forth work on the PC. They are approved for something like the PS4 with big
enough TV but playing on a smaller 7-inch switch screen would be horrendous. So I tried to come up with the concept of what a single-screen menu for all these items might look like. I consolidated some things like inventory, key elements, minions, and armored breasts under one tab with sub tabs underneath. It's certainly just a rough
project and proof of concept, so there may be some things missing, but I think it's quite a use not just for a small switch display, but even for other consoles sitting away from the TV on the couch. Simplified menu system for game consoles. I'm working on some of the best practice changes I think should be assigned to HUD for use on
smaller displays, but I'd like to introduce this to the FFXIV community and get feedback on the concept. Any comments or reviews will be appreciated! Page 2 73 comments Hello, YES, I know this has been suggested before, however I would like to say this before this post is deleted. I understand PC players are unhappy with console
restrictions (such as the PS3). I would ask if one could run the FFXIV on the nintendo switch through the cloud, so that PC players wouldn't become on the console limit nintendo switch, so there's no worry for / Ram/SD space map (although the space of the SD card is not really a problem, since you can just use a micro SD card that is
512 gbs large, so even if the game is 100 gbs, it is not isssue). I relax here, looking at the sky FFXIV FFXIV for incoming inevitable flames and anger from PC players..... Page 2 41 comments I use to know how to change a copy when zoning. I pressed the button by accident, but have no idea that I'm clicking on the copy screen to pop up.
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